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Abstract. In the present age, context-awareness is an important aspect
of the dynamic environments and the different types of dynamic context
information bring new challenges to access control systems. Therefore,
the need for the new access control frameworks to link their decision
making abilities with the context-awareness capabilities have become
increasingly significant. The main goal of this research is to develop a
new access control framework that is capable of providing secure access
to information resources or software services in a context-aware manner.
Towards this goal, we propose a new semantic policy framework that
extends the basic role-based access control (RBAC) approach with both
dynamic associations of user-role and role-service capabilities. We also
introduce a context model in modelling the basic and high-level context
information relevant to access control. In addition, a situation can be
determined on the fly so as to combine the relevant states of the entities
and the purpose or user’s intention in accessing the services. For this
purpose, we can propose a situation model in modelling the purpose-
oriented situations. Finally we need a policy model that will let the
users to access resources or services when certain dynamically changing
conditions (using context and situation information) are satisfied.

Keywords: Context-awareness, context, context-aware access control,
situation, situation-aware access control, access control policy.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the rapid advancement of computing technologies has led to the
world to a new paradigm of access control, shifted from fixed desktop to dynamic
context-aware environments [15]. Such a shift brings with it opportunities and
challenges. On the one hand, users demand access to resources or services in an
anywhere, anytime fashion. On the other hand, such access has to be carefully
controlled due to the additional challenges coming for the dynamically changing
context information. For example, a doctor’s request to obtain some patient in-
formation from a service through a desktop computer in his surgery may be very
appropriate, but may not be so from his tablet on a public bus. Therefore, the
information about the changing environment, called context information, needs
to be taken into account when making access control decisions [7].
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A security policy normally states that the particular information resources
or software services can be invoked only for the specific purpose; and it de-
scribes the reason for which organizational resources are used [2]. For example,
in the medical domain the American Health Information Management Associa-
tion (AHIMA) identifies 18 health care scenarios across 11 purposes (treatment,
payment, research, etc.) for health information exchange [4]. In the context-
awareness literature (e.g., [1]), existing situation definitions typically describe
the states of the specific kind of entities, such as user’s state (e.g.,[16]). How-
ever, these works need to be taken into account the focus of access control-specific
considerations in dynamic environments, where a user wants to access specific
resources from a particular environment (e.g., a patient is in a critical health
condition) for a certain purpose (e.g., emergency treatment purpose). Therefore,
in order to specify situations, other than the states of the specific kinds of en-
tities, it is required to capture the states of the relevant relationships between
entities. Moreover, it is required to identify the purpose or user’s intention in
accessing the software services, when making access control decisions.

To point out some unique challenges in access control for dynamic environ-
ments, we start by considering an application scenario in the domain of electronic
health records management system, requiring context-aware access control [9].
The scenario illustrates many of the key ideas of our research. As different types
of dynamic information are involved in the scenario, some important issues arise.
These issues and their related requirements are discussed in [8][9].

2 Research Challenges

In general, to achieve context-/situation-awareness and integrate the dynamic
context/situation information into the access control processes, the following
research challenges have to be addressed.

(1) Understanding and identifying the context information and associated con-
text entities relevant to access control, thereby formulating an appropriate
context model for capturing the dynamic context information.

(2) Developing a suitable reasoning technique to infer richer and more complex
context information according to user-defined rules.

(3) Capturing the states of the context entities relevant to access control and
the states of the relevant relationships between different entities, and iden-
tifying the user’s intention in accessing the services, thereby formulating an
appropriate situation model to determine the relevant situations.

(4) Developing a suitable reasoning technique to recognize a more complex or
composite situation from the atomic situations using logic-based approach.

(5) Specifying and enforcing access control policies that use the dynamic infor-
mation (context and situation) as the contextual conditions and make access
control decisions based on the relevant dynamic information.

(6) Monitoring context/situation changes at runtime and managing reauthoriza-
tion of access as changes of this dynamic information.
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To address and tackle the identified research issues and challenges, the over-
all goal of this research is to develop a new access control framework, named
Context-Aware Access Control (CAAC), that can capable of providing secure
access to information resources or software services according to the dynamic
information in a context-aware manner; and can enable software engineers to
improve privacy and security when building CAAC applications.

3 Related Work

A recent study [11] shows that the Role-based Access Control (RBAC) [12]
approach has become the most widely used access control framework. It typically
evaluates access permission through roles assigned to users and each role assigns
a collection of permissions to users who are requesting access to the software
services. On the other hand, the Attribute-based Access Control (ABAC) [14]
approach grants accesses to services based on the attributes (e.g., user’s identity
- the attribute possessed by the user/requester) rather than direct role-based
support. It is not applicable in large-scale domains because the identity-based
approaches do not scale well in large open systems [10]. Towards this goal, in this
research we propose a new Context-Aware Access Control (CAAC) framework
that adopts and extends the traditional RBAC framework by incorporating the
dynamically changing context/situation information.

Research continues to the present age to extend the basic RBAC framework in
support of new policies to integrate dynamically changing contextual information
(context/situation) into the RBAC policies. During the past decades, several
research efforts (e.g., [3]) incorporate specific types of contexts as constraints
in the access control policies, such as time and location. Recently, He et al
[5] and Huang et al [6] have adopted and extended the basic RBAC solution,
which provide useful insight to present user-role and role-permission assignment
concepts. We compare our approach with them in [8][9].

Some situation-aware access control frameworks have been proposed in the
access control literature (e.g., [16], [17]), each of them having different origins,
pursuing different goals and often, by nature, being highly domain-specific. They
consider the specific types of context information (e.g., the user’s state) as policy
constraints to control access to software services or resources. However, the basic
elements of the situation-awareness in access control systems (i.e., the combina-
tion of the relevant entity states and the relationship states, and the purpose or
user’s intention in accessing the services) were not the focus to date.

4 The Approach: Context-Aware Access Control

Our work in this research is concerned with how to support and manage a fine-
grained access control to software services in a context-aware manner. We show
how the context-/situation-awareness capabilities and role-based access control
(RBAC) decision making abilities can be integrated, allowing us to control the
access to resources or services, while retaining the benefits of RBAC, such as
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Fig. 1. The Proposed Context-Aware Access Control Approach

role hierarchy, role inheritance, etc. Towards this goal, in this section we present
a high-level approach to context-aware access control for software services.

We propose a 5-phase Context-Aware Access control (CAAC) approach for
providing context-specific access to software services (see Figure 1).

– Capture basic context: it is the process of capturing the basic context infor-
mation (low-level information) from the interaction environment.

– Infer high-level context: it is the process of inferring high-level context infor-
mation that are not explicitly specified, using phase 1 information.

– Capture relevant states and purpose: it is the process of capturing elementary
information from the phases 1 and 2, both “states” of relevant entities and
“purpose” of accessing services, brought together into an integrated whole
to form the basic atomic situations.

– Identify new situation: it is the process of identifying new complex (or com-
posite) situations from the basic atomic situations, using phase 3 knowledge.

– Make access decision: it is the process of making access control decisions
based on the context/situation information captured in the previous phases
and consequently take necessary action in a timely and effective manner.

5 Current Status of the Research

5.1 A Semantic Policy Framework for CAAC

Access control is a mechanism to determine whether a request to access the infor-
mation resources or software services provided by a system should be permitted
or denied. In this research, we adopt and extend the basic Role-based Access
Control (RBAC) framework [12], and propose a new access control framework
[9]. Figure 2 shows our CAAC framework and the relationships between its el-
ements. The CAAC framework enables dynamic privileges assignment at two
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Fig. 2. Our Proposed CAAC Policy Framework

steps, letting users to access resources or services when a set of contextual con-
ditions are satisfied. At the first step, the users are dynamically assigned to the
roles when a set of contextual conditions are satisfied. At the next step, when
a role is activated, then the service access permissions are dynamically assigned
to that role when a set of contextual conditions are satisfied. Towards this end,
we introduce two main concepts: context-aware user-role assignments (CAURA)
and context-aware role-permission assignments (CARPA).

Based on the formalization of the traditional Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) model [12], we present a formal definition of the CAAC model.

M = (MS ,MR)

MS = (U,R,Res,Op, P,Exp, Pol)

MR = (RH,CAURA,ResH,OpA,CARPA)

(1)

First of all, we define the following seven elements of our CAAC model:

– Users (U): A set of users U = {u1, ..., um}. The users are human-beings
(who are service requesters) interacting with a computing system, whose
access requests are being controlled.

– Roles (R): A set of roles R = {r1, ..., rn}. A role reflects user’s job function
or job title within the organization (e.g., healthcare domain).

– Resources (Res): A set of different parts of a resource Res = {res1, ...,
reso}. Resources are the objects protected by access control. A resource
represents the data/information container (the different parts of a patient’s
medical records).
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– Operations (Op): A set of operations on the resources Op = {op1, ..., opp}.
An operation is an action that can be executed on the resources, for instance,
read and write.

– Permission (P): A set of permissions P = {p1, ..., pq} = {(resi, opj)
|resi ∈ Res, opj ∈ Op}, where i = {1, 2, ..., o}, j = {1, 2, ..., p}, Res is
a set of different parts of a resource, and Op is a set of operations on the
resource parts. Permission is an approval to perform certain operations on
resource parts, by the users who initiate access requests.

– Expressions (Exp): A set of expressions Exp = {exp1, ..., expr}. An
expression is used to express the contextual conditions (using relevant con-
text/situation information) in order to describe the user-role and role-perm-
ission assignment policies.

– Policies (Pol): A set of policies Pol = PolCAURA ∪ PolCARPA, the
context-aware user-role assignment policies and context-aware role-
permission assignment policies.

Originating from the above elements, the CAAC model has five other elements
(using the relationships between the different sets of the above elements) of our
model which are defined formally as follows:

– Role Hierarchy (RH): RH ⊆ R × R is a partial order on R to serve as
the role hierarchy, which supports the concept of role inheritance. The role
is considered in a hierarchical manner in that if a permission assigned to a
junior role, then it is also assigned to all the senior roles of that role.

– Context-Aware User-Role Assignment (CAURA): It is a context-
aware user-role assignment relation, which is a many-to-many mapping be-
tween a set of users and roles, when a set of dynamic contextual conditions
are satisfied.

CAURA = {(u1, r1, exp1), (u2, r2, exp2), ..., (um, rn, expr)} ⊆ U ×R× Exp
(2)

– Resource Hierarchy (ResH): ResH ⊆ Res × Res is a partial order on
Res to serve as the resource hierarchy, which supports a user to access the
different granularity levels of resources. The resource is considered in a hi-
erarchical manner in that if a user has the right to access a resource with
the highest granularity level, then he also has the right to access the lower
granularity levels of that resource.

– Operation Assignment (OpA): OpA ⊆ Res × Op is a many-to-many
operation-to-resource mapping. Each operation could be associated with
many resource parts, and for each resource could be granted to many op-
erations. A set of operation assignment relations, OpA = {(res, op)|res ∈
Res, op ∈ Op}.

– Context-Aware Role-Permission Assignment (CARPA): It is a con-
text-aware role-permission assignment relation, which is a many-to-many
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mapping between a set of roles and permissions, when a set of dynamic
contextual conditions are satisfied.

CARPA = {(r1, p1, exp1), (r2, p2, exp2), ..., (rn, pq, expr)} ⊆ R× P × Exp
(3)

5.2 Context Model

We introduce an ontology-based approach to context-aware access control
(CAAC) for software services [8]. It includes an extensible context model specific
to access control for capturing the basic contexts information, and a reasoning
model for inferring high-level implicit context information based on user-defined
rules, and an access control policy model incorporating context information from
the context model. We also develop a CAAC application in the healthcare do-
main and present a case study, which shows the effectiveness of our CAAC
approach. Using our approach, different users can access different services (by
dynamically invoking different operations on resources at different granularity
levels) depending upon the relevant context information.

6 Future Directions

6.1 Relationship Model

Due to the rapid advancement of social computing technologies [13], there is
an urgency for different types of relationships. The relevant relationships with
different granularity levels and strengths need to be captured for the purpose
of access control decision making. For example, a doctor’s request to obtain a
patient’s some health records may be possible, but by obtaining the relevant
relationship between them (e.g., treating doctor-patient). Such new challenges
require a new relationship-aware access control model.

6.2 Situation Model

In open and dynamic environments, access control applications need to capture
and manipulate context information to identify relevant situations and need to
adapt their behaviors according to the situation changes. In the literature, many
researchers have attempted to define the concept of “situation” and “situation-
awareness” (e.g., [16], [17]). In [16], Yau et al have defined the situation as a set
of context attributes of users, systems and environments over a period of time af-
fecting future system behavior. However, in addition to the states of the entities,
there exists the states of the relationships between entities and a goal or purpose
(i.e., user intention in accessing the services) in every situation. Therefore, it is
necessary to represent and capture the purpose-oriented situations to provide
purpose-specific access to software services. The situation model also needs the
reasoning capability to infer a new complex situation based on the basic atomic
situations. How to determine the purpose information based on the captured
data is also an important concept to be considered.
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6.3 Prototype and Evaluation

A comprehensive prototype framework for CAAC with a user-friendly front-
end will be developed so that it can be used by developers to build the CAAC
applications. We also plan to investigate experimental evaluation that can be
used to check the feasibility of our framework.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented the research agendas for developing a new
context-aware access control (CAAC) framework for software services. By lever-
aging the dynamically changing context information, the context-specific control
over access to services can be achieved. We have introduced with the basic RBAC
approach a new access control policy framework that will be applicable in today’s
dynamic environments. Furthermore, we have presented a comprehensive con-
text model specific to access control, in order to represent and capture dynamic
context information. As a next step, we intend to further develop the relation-
ship model and situation model. Subsequently, we will examine how to integrate
these concepts into the access control policies and evaluate our framework.
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